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Highlights     
 
ClearView CRM release 2.10.19 advances List Manager even further with the ability to bulk create 
tags, actions, registrations, committee records, and volunteer records. Users with the appropriate 
privileges will be able to do this for all prospects who satisfy the filter criteria entered or for all 
prospects who are part of an already saved static list.  
 
This exciting new feature combines some of ClearView CRM’s powerful data management tools in 
ways designed to empower users to do more in less time and with less effort.  
 

 
 
Additionally, ClearView CRM’s Mailing Selection utility has been expanded to exclude donors based 
on their prospect usercode and/or multicode values.  This enhancement eliminates the need for 
queries to accomplish this. 
 



   
 

 
 
Lastly, customer satisfaction surveys will now be an integrated experience within ClearView.  This 
functionality will allow our users to give us input regarding ClearView CRM with minimal effort.   
 

 

Full list of completed work    
    

New features    

 
Reference no.   
  

Description   
    

CV-8468 Several standard procedures are now available to access in List. This provides a 
means for users to perform actions directly from a list, those actions include: Create 
Action Records, Create Committee Records, Create Registration Records, Create 
Tag Records, and Create Volunteer Records. 
 
NOTE: Users must have the 'Data Tools -> Procedure Library - Procedures' 
security privilege. 
 

CV-8880 ClearView now includes a customer satisfaction survey.  

CV-8898 Political Activity can now be loaded via a Data Definition.  

CV-8914 Mailing Selection has been improved to allow for exclusion of prospects from a 
mailing based on their attributes (usercodes and multicodes).  



   
 

 

  
Improved features    

 
Reference no.   
  

Description   
    

CV-8822 Batch prospect search results have been replaced with standard prospect search 
results that includes highlighting deceased and anonymous prospects.  
 

CV-8828 Users are now returned to the row they just viewed when navigating back to the 
batch detail data table.  
 

CV-8904 The Appeals VAE has been improved to not include a header when invoked by 
clicking on 'Create New' while on an existing appealcode.  
 

CV-8915 A Mail Response data table is now available to add to the Prospect GoTo Menu.  

CV-8917 The performance of the Manage Security user export has been improved. 

CV-8923 In batch, a new 'Calculate' link is available to use when Membership Length is set 
to 'Custom' in batch.  
 
NOTE: The link is only accessible after the membership start date has been 
entered.  
 

  

Fixes    

 
Reference no.   
     

Description   
    

CV-8912 The Elements and Expenses VAE now auto-populates the campaign when an 
element or expense is created from a campaign.  
 

CV-8920 An issue that was preventing pledge balances from calculating correctly in some 
situations has been fixed.  
 

Setup notes 
 
ClearView’s Jaspersoft version is 7.5. Previous versions of Jaspersoft are not supported for cloud 
clients. Contact your account manager with any inquiries: support@softrek.com 
 
Core donor database version    
   

ClearView 2.10.19 requires a minimum core donor database schema version of 4.7.4.0. Additionally, 
ClearView 2.10+ requires:  

• a minimum Oracle Database version 12.1c  

• Open Java 13 (JDK 13) installed on the server on which ClearView runs 

• Tomcat 9 installed on the server on which ClearView runs 

• ojdbc8-12.2.0.1.jar installed on the server on which ClearView runs 
       
 

mailto:support@softrek.com


   
 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers    
   

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 
specifications (at minimum):    
 

• Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent    
• 2GB of RAM    
• 1280x1024 desktop resolution    
• Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)     

    
Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any 
software application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will 
mean better, more responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many 
applications at the same time will likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the 
above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer the best possible experience.    
    
The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: Chrome and 
Firefox. 

  

   

 
Client Services contact information    
   
If you have questions, please contact Client Services:    
    

support@softrek.com    
800.442.9211    

Per Microsoft, Internet Explorer 11 is the last major version of Internet Explorer; IE 10 and 

below have reached end of support. IE 11 will continue receiving security updates and 

technical support for the lifecycle of the version of Windows on which it is installed. Microsoft will 

end support for certain operating systems starting June 15, 2022.  It is now considered a 

compatibility solution with no support for new web standards. ClearView CRM screens will 

increasingly render incorrectly in IE11 due to the legacy engine it uses to render web pages. 

ClearView CRM recommends all clients begin to use Chrome or Edge or Firefox if they are not 

doing so already before support of Internet Explorer is discontinued. All other browsers have not 

been tested and are not officially supported. 


